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The Ice Princess Colouring Book
Ann Kronheimer (Illustrated By Ann Kronheimer)

Keynote
This icy new colouring book is full of shimmering crystal palaces, dazzling
mountain scenes and perfect ice princesses!

Description
This icy new colouring book is full of shimmering crystal palaces, dazzling
mountain scenes and perfect ice princesses!

From giving friendly snowmen cuddly jumpers and colouring in a speeding sleigh to
creating the perfect ball gown, The Ice Princess Colouring Book will guarantee hours of
frosty fun!

Children can embark on an adventure through a stunning frozen world, colouring their
way from the majestic ice palace, down the frosty streets on a colourful toboggan run,
past cosy log cabins to a feast fit for an ice princess.

Sales Points
Perfect for fans of the hit Disney film, Frozen, this icy new colouring book is full of
shimmering crystal palaces, dazzling mountain scenes and perfect ice princesses
From giving friendly snowmen cuddly jumpers and colouring in a speeding sleigh to
creating the perfect ball gown, The Ice Princess Colouring Book will guarantee hours of
frosty fun!
Children can embark on an adventure through a stunning frozen world, colouring their
way from the majestic ice palace, down the frosty streets on a colourful toboggan run,
past cosy log cabins to a feast fit for an ice princess

Author Biography
Ann Kronheimer was born and brought up in Primrose Hill in London. She studied Fine Art
at Hornsey School of Art but turned to illustration on leaving. In the early years she
subsidised her career with gardening and working in a cinema. 

Now, she is lucky enough to spend her days drawing in a studio overlooking the garden of
her home in Hackney. 

She has illustrated books by authors such as Dick King-Smith, Linda Chapman and Herbie
Brennan and worked for publishers including Puffin, Ladybird and Buster Books.
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